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Abstract—A lossy source codeC with rate R for a discrete
memoryless sourceS is called subset–universal if for every0 <

R
′
< R, almost every subset of2nR

′

of its codewords achieves
average distortion close to the source’s distortion-rate function
D(R′). In this paper we prove the asymptotic existence of such
codes. Moreover, we show the asymptotic existence of a code
that is subset–universal with respect to all sources with the same
alphabet.

I. I NTRODUCTION

To motivate the topic studied in this work, let us consider
the following scenario. LetS be a discrete source with a
probability mass function (pmf)PS over an alphabetS.
Assume one wants to conveyn i.i.d. instances ofS over
a deterministic channelf : Xn 7→ Yn, with the smallest
possible distortion. If the channel lawf(·) is known at both
ends, the channel corresponds to a bit pipe whose capacity
is the normalized logarithm of the function’s image size,
i.e., C = 1

n
log |f(Xn)|. In this case a separation approach,

where the source is first compressed with rateC and then the
compression index is transmitted over the channel, is optimal
and achieves the best possible average distortionDPS

(C),
whereDPS

(·) is the distortion-rate function of the sourcePS .
When only the encoder knows the functionf(·) but the

decoder does not, it may be possible to “learn” the channel
law if the class of possible functions is sufficiently small.For
instance, iff(·) tensorizes, i.e., iff(xn) = h(x1), . . . , h(xn),
it is possible to learnf(·) with negligible cost forn large
enough. In this case, the separation based approach contin-
ues to be asymptotically optimal. Moreover, sometimes even
partial knowledge off(·) at the decoder is sufficient for
separation to be optimal. For example, if the “channel” is
a binary memory device with≈ pn cells stuck at either0
or 1, and whose locations are known only to the encoder, a
reliable communication rate approaching1

n
log |f(Xn)| can be

achieved via Gelfand-Pinsker coding [1], [2], and subsequently
separation can asymptotically attain the optimal distortion.

A separation approach, however, is completely useless when
f(·) can be anyarbitrary function known only to the encoder.
This follows from the fact that the capacity of the compound
channelF that consists of all|Y|n|X |n possible functions from
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Xn to Yn is zero. It is therefore tempting to jump to the
conclusion that the smallest average distortion that can be
attained in this setting isDPS

(0). But is this indeed the case?
We will show that the answer is negative, and that in fact
there exists a coding scheme that achieves average distortion
DPS

( 1
n
log |f(Xn)|) for almost every deterministic channel.

Note that the encoder, which knows the functionf(·), can
deterministically impose any output from the setf(Xn) ⊆ Yn.
However, due to its ignorance, the decoder does not know how
to translate the possible outputs to a vector oflog |f(Xn)| bits.
Instead, the encoder and decoder can agree in advance on a
mappingg : Yn 7→ Ŝn from each possible channel output to a
source reconstruction sequence. The setg(Yn) of all possible
reconstructions can be thought of as a source codeC of rate
R = log |Y| bits per source symbol. The channel’s effect is
in diluting C to the source codeC′ = g(f(Xn)) ⊆ C whose
rate isR′ = 1

n
log |f(Xn)| bits per symbol. In other words, a

deterministic channelf(·) with capacityR′ chooses a subset
of 2nR

′

codewords from the2nR codewords inC.
This motivates the study ofsubset–universalsource codes.

A subset–universal source code of rateR has the property
that for any0 < R′ < R, almost every subset of2nR

′

of
its codewords is close to being optimal, in the sense that
its induced average distortion is close to the distortion-rate
functionDPS

(R′). Our main result is the asymptotic existence
of such codes. In fact, we show the asymptotic existence of a
code that is subset–universal with respect to any i.i.d. source
distribution over the alphabetS.

Returning to our discussion on joint-source channel coding
over a deterministic channel known only at the encoder, the ex-
istence of a subset-universal code implies that for almost every
choice off(·), an average distortion ofDPS

( 1
n
log |f(Xn)|)

can be asymptotically achieved.

II. M AIN RESULT

The entropy of a random variableY with probability mass
function (pmf)PY over the alphabetY, is defined as

H(Y ) , −
∑

y∈Y

PY (y) logPY (y).

For a pair of random variables(Y, Z) with a joint pmfPY Z =
PY PZ|Y over the product alphabetY × Z , the conditional
entropy is defined as

H(Z|Y ) , −
∑

(y,z)∈(Y×Z)

PY Z(y, z) logPZ|Y (z|y).



and the mutual information is defined as

I(Y ;Z) , H(Y )−H(Y |Z) = H(Z)−H(Z|Y ).

For two distributionsP andQ defined on the same alphabet
Z, the KL-divergence is defined as

D(P ||Q) ,
∑

z∈Z

P (z) log
P (z)

Q(z)
.

Let S be a discrete memoryless source (DMS) over the
alphabetS with pmf PS , Ŝ a reconstruction alphabet, and
d : S × Ŝ 7→ R

+ a bounded single-letter distortion measure. A
(2nR, n) lossy source code consists of an encoder that assigns
an index m(sn) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR} to eachn-dimensional
vector sn ∈ Sn, and a decoder that assigns an estimate
ŝn(m) ∈ Ŝn to each indexm ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR}. The set
C =

{

ŝn(1), . . . , ŝn(2nR)
}

constitutes the codebook. We will
assume throughout that the encoder assigns to each source
sequence the indexm∗(sn) according to the optimal rule

m∗(sn) = argmin
m∈{1,2,...,2nR}

1

n

n
∑

i=1

d (si, (̂s
n(m))i) ,

such that the lossy source code is completely specified by the
codebookC (and the distortion measured).

The expected distortion associated with a lossy source code
C is defined as

ESn

(

d(Sn, Ŝn)
)

, ESn

(

1

n

n
∑

i=1

d(Si, Ŝi)

)

.

A distortion-rate pair (D,R) is said to be achiev-
able if there exists a sequence of(2nR, n) codes with

lim supn→∞ ESn

(

d(Sn, Ŝn)
)

≤ D. The distortion-rate func-

tion DPS
(R) of the sourcePS is the infimum of distortions

D such that(D,R) is achievable, and is given by [3], [4]

DPS
(R) , min

P
Ŝ|S:I(S;Ŝ)≤R

∑

s∈S,ŝ∈Ŝ

PS(s)PŜ|S(ŝ|s)d(s, ŝ).

(1)

For a sequence of(2nR, n) codes and0 < R′ < R, we say that
almost every subset with cardinality2nR

′

satisfies a certain
property if the fraction of subsets with cardinality2nR

′

that
do not satisfy the property vanishes withn.

In [5], Ziv proved that there exists a codebook with rateR
that asymptotically achieves the distortion-rate functionD(R),
regardless of the underlying source distribution. His result
holds for any stationary source and even for a certain class
of nonstationary sources. Our main result, stated below, only
deals with i.i.d. sources with unknown distribution, and is
hence less general than [5] in terms of the assumptions made
on the source’s distribution. However, it extends [5] in the
sense that the distortion attained by subsets, and not just the
full codebook, is shown to be universally optimal.

Theorem 1:Let S be a DMS over the alphabetS, Ŝ a
reconstruction alphabet, andd : S × Ŝ 7→ R

+ a bounded

distortion measure. For anyR > 0, δ > 0, there exists a
sequence of(2nR, n) codebooksC ⊂ Ŝn with the property
that for any source pmfPS onS and any0 < R′ < R, almost
every subset of2nR

′

codewords fromC achieves an expected
distortion no greater thanDPS

(R′ − δ).
Remark 1:Ziv’s result [5] is based on first splitting the

source sequence intoℓ blocks of lengthk (ℓ ≫ k). Then, the
best (2kR, k) lossy source code, with respect to the average
distortion among theℓ blocks, is found, and conveyed to
the receiver. Afterwards, each block is encoded using this
source code and its index is sent to the receiver. If the
number of blocks of lengthk is large enough, the overhead for
transmitting the codebook becomes negligible, which allows
the scheme to perform well for a large class of distributions.
This construction, however, is not subset universal. To seethis,
note that the empirical distribution of most codewords in the
obtained codebook is that of the largest type. Thus, a random
subset of2nR

′

codewords will contain a negligible fraction
of codewords from other types, and in general cannot attain
the distortion-rate function unless the optimal reconstruction
distribution at rateR′ is equal to that of the largest type as
well.

The proof of Theorem 1 relies on independently drawing
the codewords ofC from a mixture distribution, and will be
given in Section IV. In the next section we lay the ground by
proving certain properties of mixture distributions.

III. PROPERTIES OFM IXTURE DISTRIBUTIONS

We follow the notation of [6], and define the empirical pmf
of ann-dimensional sequenceyn with elements fromY as

π(y|yn) , 1
n
|i : yi = y| for y ∈ Y.

Similarly, the empirical pmf of a pair ofn-dimensional se-
quences(yn, zn) with elements fromY × Z is defined as

π(y, z|yn, zn) , 1
n
|i : (yi, zi) = (y, z)| for (y, z) ∈ Y × Z.

Let PY Z = PY PZ|Y be a joint pmf onY × Z. The set of
ε-typical n-dimensional sequences w.r.t.PY is defined as

T (n)
ε (PY ) , {yn : |π(y|yn)− PY (y)| ≤ εPY (y) ∀y ∈ Y} ,

and the set of jointlyε-typical n-dimensional sequences w.r.t.
PY Z is defined as

T (n)
ε (PY Z) ,

{

(yn, zn) :

|π(y, z|yn, zn)− PY Z(y, z)| ≤ εPY Z(y, z) ∀(y, z) ∈ Y × Z

}

.

We also define the set of conditionallyε-typicaln-dimensional
sequences w.r.t.PY Z as

T (n)
ε (PY Z |y

n) ,
{

zn : (yn, zn) ∈ T (n)
ε (PY Z)

}

.

The next statement follows from the definitions above [6].



Proposition 1:Let yn ∈ Yn. For everyzn ∈ T
(n)
ε (PY Z |y

n)

we havezn ∈ T
(n)
ε (PZ). If in addition,yn ∈ T

(n)
ε′ (PY ), for

someε′ < ε, then forn large enough

|T (n)
ε (PY Z |y

n)| ≥ (1− ε)2n(1−ε)H(Z|Y ).

Let P |Z| denote the simplex containing all probability
mass functions onZ. For every θ ∈ P |Z|, let Pθ(z) be
the corresponding pmf evaluated atz. Let w(θ) be some
probability density function onP |Z|. We may now define the
mixturedistributionQ as [7]

Q(zn) =

∫

θ∈P|Z|

w(θ)

n
∏

i=1

Pθ(zi)dθ. (2)

The following propositions are proved in the appendix.
Proposition 2:Let Zn be a randomn-dimensional sequence

drawn according toQ(zn) defined in (2). LetPY Z be some
pmf onY ×Z, and letyn ∈ T

(n)
ε′ (PY ), for someε′ < ε. For

n large enough, we have

Pr

(

Zn ∈ T (n)
ε (PY Z |y

n)

)

≥ (1− ε)

∫

θ∈P|Z|

w(θ)2−n(1+ε)(I(Y ;Z)+D(PZ ||Pθ)+2εH(Z|Y ))dθ.

Proposition 3: Let PZ be some distribution inP |Z|. For
any 0 < ξ < 1/|Z|2, there exists a subsetV ⊂ P |Z| with
Lebesgue measureξ|Z|−1 on P |Z|, such that for allPθ ∈ V

D(PZ ||Pθ) ≤ log
1

1− ξ|Z|2
,

Combining Proposition 2 and 3 yields the following lemma.
Lemma 1:Let Q(zn) be as defined in (2), withw(θ) taken

as the uniform distribution onP |Z|, and letZn be a random
n-dimensional sequence drawn according toQ(zn). Let PY Z

be some pmf onY × Z, and letyn ∈ T
(n)
ε′ (PY ), for some

ε′ < ε. For n large enough, we have

Pr

(

Zn ∈ T (n)
ε (PY Z |y

n)

)

≥ 2−n(I(Y ;Z)+δ(ε)),

whereδ(ǫ) → 0 for ǫ → 0.
Proof. Let c|Z| be the Lebesgue measure of the simplexP |Z|.
Clearly, we have thatw(θ) = c−1

|Z| for θ ∈ P |Z| andw(θ) =

0 otherwise. Settingξ = (1 − 2−ε)/|Z|2 in Proposition 3
implies that there exists a setV ⊂ P |Z| with volume ((1 −
2−ε)/|Z|2)|Z|−1 such thatD(PZ ||Pθ) < ε for any Pθ ∈ V .
Combining this with Proposition 2 gives

Pr

(

Zn ∈ T (n)
ε (PY Z |y

n)

)

≥ (1 − ε)

∫

θ∈V

w(θ)2−n(1+ε)(I(Y ;Z)+ε+2εH(Z|Y ))dθ

>
1− ε

c|Z|

(

1− 2−ε

|Z|2

)|Z|−1

2−n(1+ε)(I(Y ;Z)+ε+2εH(Z|Y ))

= 2−n(I(Y ;Z)+δ(ǫ)),

whereδ(ǫ) → 0 for ǫ → 0.

IV. PROOF OFTHEOREM 1

Random codebook generation:Let

Q(̂sn) =

∫

θ∈P|Ŝ|

w(θ)

n
∏

i=1

Pθ(ŝi)dθ,

where P |Ŝ| is the simplex containing all probability mass
functions on Ŝ and w(θ) is the uniform distribution on
P |Ŝ|. Randomly and independently generate2nR sequences
ŝn(m), m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR}, each according toQ(̂sn). These
sequence constitutes the full codebookC.

A subset of the codebook, indexed by(I, R′), consists of
an index setI ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR} with cardinality|I| = 2nR

′

,
0 < R′ < R, and the corresponding sequencesŝn(m), m ∈ I.
An arbitrary(I, R′) subset ofC is revealed to the encoder and
the decoder.

Encoding: Given the source sequencesn and a subset
(I, R′) of C, the optimal encoder sends the index of the
codeword that achieves the minimal distortion, i.e., it sends

m∗ = argmin
m∈I

1

n

n
∑

i=1

d (si, (̂s
n(m))i) . (3)

Note that the optimal encoder (3) is universal, i.e., it doesnot
have to know the true underlying source pmf, and that such
knowledge can in no way improve its performance.

Decoding:Upon receiving the indexm, the decoder simply
sets the reconstruction sequence asŝn(m).

Analysis:Let us define a quantized grid of rates in[0, R)
whose resolution is∆ > 0

R∆ , {Rj : Rj = j ·∆, j = 1, . . . , ⌊R/∆⌋} .

We further define a set of quantized distributions as follows.
For 0 < ∆ < 1 and0 < pmin < 1 define the set of points

G∆,pmin,|S| , pmin ·

{

1,

(

1 +
∆

|S|

)

,

(

1 +
∆

|S|

)2

,

. . . ,

(

1 +
∆

|S|

)

⌊

− log pmin

log(1+ ∆
|S| )

⌋

}

.

Our set of quantized distributions is denoted byP
|S|
∆,pmin

and
consists of all vectors in the simplexP |S| with at least
|S| − 1 components that belong toG∆,pmin,|S|. Clearly, the

cardinality |P |S|
∆,pmin

| of this set is a function of only|S|, pmin

and∆. Moreover, for any pmfPθ ∈ P |S| with the property
that mins∈S Pθ(s) > (1 − ∆/|S|)pmin, there exists a pmf
Pθ′ ∈ P

|S|
∆,pmin

such that|Pθ(s) − Pθ′(s)| ≤ ∆Pθ′(s) for all
s ∈ S. To see this, constructPθ′ by quantizing all but the
greatest entry ofPθ to the nearest point inG∆,pmin,|S| and set
the remaining entry such that

∑

s∈S Pθ′(s) = 1.



Let P |S|
pmin be the set of all probability mass functions onS

whose minimal mass is smaller thanpmin. We can partition the
remaining part of the simplex as

P |S| \ P |S|
pmin

=
⋃

PS∈P
|S|
∆,pmin

P(Ps)

where the setsP(Ps) ⊂ P |S| are disjoint and satisfy the
property that for anyPθ ∈ P(Ps) we have|Pθ(s)−PS(s)| <
∆PS(s) for all s ∈ S.

Let R′ ∈ R∆ andPS ∈ P
|S|
∆,pmin

. We will next show that
almost every codebook in our ensemble satisfies the property
that almost every subset of2nR

′

of its codewords achieves
average distortion no greater thanDPS

(R′−δ) with respect to
all sources whose pmf belongs toP(PS). Since|R∆|·|P

|S|
∆,pmin

|
does not increase withn, there must exist a codebook that
simultaneously satisfies this property for allR′ ∈ R∆ and
PS ∈ P

|S|
∆,pmin

. The theorem will then follow by taking∆ → 0,
pmin → 0, and using the continuity ofDPS

(R) w.r.t. R and
PS for a bounded distortion measured [8].

Let R′ ∈ R∆, PS ∈ P
|S|
∆,pmin

andP ′
S ∈ P(Ps). We upper

bound the average distortion of a given subset(I, R′) of C over
the ensemble of codebooks and a DMSSn with pdf P ′

S . To
that end, rather than analyzing the average distortion attained
by the encoder (3), we analyze the average distortion attained
by the following suboptimal encoder. The suboptimal encoder
first solves the minimization problem

PR′

Ŝ|S
= argmin

P
Ŝ|S :I(S;Ŝ)≤R′−δ

∑

s∈S,ŝ∈Ŝ

PS(s)PŜ|S(ŝ|s)d(s, ŝ),

and setsPR′

SŜ
= PSP

R′

Ŝ|S
as the target joint pmf. Then, given a

source sequencesn, it looks for the smallest indexm ∈ I such
that (sn, ŝn(m)) ∈ T

(n)
ε (PR′

SŜ
) and sends it to the decoder. If

no such index is found, the smallestm ∈ I is sent to the
decoder. Note that this suboptimal encoder is not universal,
as it requires knowledge ofPS . Nevertheless, its average
distortion is by definition greater than that of the optimal
encoder which is universal, and will therefore indeed serve
as an upper bound on the distortion of the universal encoder.

Let Sn be a random source drawn i.i.d. according toP ′
S

and definêSn as the reconstruction obtained by applying the
suboptimal encoder (and the decoder described above). Define
the error eventE(I, R′) as

E(I, R′) ,
{

(Sn, ŝn(m)) /∈ T (n)
ε (PR′

SŜ
) for all m ∈ I

}

.

(4)

By the definition ofPR′

SŜ
and the definition of the typical set,

we have that ifE(I, R′) did not occur

d(Sn, Ŝn) ≤ (1 + ε)DPS
(R′ − δ), (5)

whereDPS
(·) is the distortion-rate function (1) with respect to

PS . Further, the error event satisfiesE(I, R′) ⊂ E1∪E2(I, R
′),

where

E1 =
{

Sn /∈ T
(n)
ε′ (PS)

}

E2(I, R
′) =

{

Sn ∈ T
(n)
ε′ (PS),

ŝn(m) /∈ T (n)
ε (PR′

SŜ
|Sn) for all m ∈ I

}

, (6)

and ∆ < ε′ < ε. Note thatE1 is independent ofI and
that Pr(E1) → 0 as n → ∞ by the (weak) law of large
numbers and the fact that∆ < ε′. The second error event does
depend onI. We will now show that its expected probability
with respect to the ensemble of codebooksEC (Pr(E2(I, R

′)))
vanishes for almost allI ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR} of cardinality
2nR

′

.
LetU be a random subset of indices drawn from the uniform

distribution on all subsets of{1, . . . , 2nR} with cardinality
2nR

′

. By the random symmetric generation process of the
codewords inC, the value ofEC|U (Pr (E2(U , R

′)) |U = I)

depends on the index setI only through its cardinality2nR
′

.
We therefore have

EC,U (Pr (E2(U , R
′))) = EUEC|U (Pr (E2(U , R

′)|U))

= EU

(

∑

sn∈T
(n)

ε′
(PS)

P ′
Sn(sn)

Pr
(

Ŝn(m) /∈ T (n)
ε (PR′

SŜ
|sn) for all m ∈ U | U

)

)

= EU

(

∑

sn∈T
(n)

ε′
(PS)

P ′
Sn(sn)

∏

m∈U

Pr
(

Ŝn(m) /∈ T (n)
ε (PR′

SŜ
|sn)| U

)

)

=
∑

sn∈T
(n)

ε′
(PS)

P ′
Sn(sn)

(

Pr
(

Ŝn(1) /∈ T (n)
ε (PR′

SŜ
|sn)

))2nR′

(7)

By Lemma 1 we have

Pr
(

Ŝn(1) ∈ T (n)
ε (PR′

SŜ
|sn)

)

≥ 2−n(I(S;ŜR′
)+δ(ǫ)),

whereI(S; ŜR′

) is the mutual information betweenS and Ŝ
under the target joint pmfPR′

SŜ
. This implies that

(

Pr

(

Ŝn(1) /∈ T (n)
ε (PR′

SŜ
|sn)

))2nR′

≤
(

1− 2−n(I(S;ŜR′
)+δ(ǫ))

)2nR′

≤ exp
{

−2n(R
′−I(S;ŜR′

)−δ(ǫ))
}

(8)

≤ exp
{

−2n(δ−δ(ǫ))
}

, (9)

where (8) follows from the inequality(1−x)k ≤ e−kx which
holds for x ∈ [0, 1], and (9) follows from the definition of
PR′

Ŝ|S
. Combining (7) and (9) we have

EC,U (Pr (E2(U , R
′))) ≤ exp

{

−2n(δ−δ(ǫ))
}

. (10)



Thus, for anyδ > 0 we may take0 < ∆ < ε′ < ε sufficiently
small such thatδ(ε) < δ and (10) can be made arbitrary small
when increasingn. The proof is concluded by applying the
following arguments:

• By Markov’s inequality, (10) implies that for everyP ′
S ∈

P(PS) and almost every subsetI ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR}
of cardinality 2nR

′

the expectationEC (Pr (E2(I, R
′)))

vanishes for largen.
• Applying Markov’s inequality again, this time with re-

spect to C we see that almost all codebooks in the
ensemble satisfy that for everyP ′

S ∈ P(PS) and almost
every subsetI ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR} of cardinality2nR

′

the
probabilityPr (E2(I, R′)) vanishes for largen.

• As discussed above,Pr(E1) → 0 as n → ∞ for every
P ′
S ∈ P(PS), regardless ofI andC. By the union bound

Pr (E(I, R′)) ≤ Pr(E1) + Pr (E2(I, R
′)). We therefore

have that almost all codebooks in the ensemble satisfy
that for everyP ′

S ∈ P(PS) and almost every subset
I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR} of cardinality 2nR

′

the probability
Pr (E(I, R′)) vanishes for largen.

• Since the distortion measured is bounded, this together
with (5) implies that almost all codebooks in the ensemble
satisfy that for everyP ′

S ∈ P(PS) and almost every
subset I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR} of cardinality 2nR

′

the
average distortion approaches(1 + ε)DPS

(R′ − δ) asn
increases.

• Since|R∆|·|P
|S|
∆,pmin

| does not increase withn, there must
exist a sequence of codebooks whose average distortion
approaches(1 + ε)DPS

(R′ − δ) for almost every subset
I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 2nR} of cardinality2nR

′

, simultaneously
for all R′ ∈ R∆, PS ∈ P

|S|
∆,pmin

andP ′
S ∈ P(PS).

• The theorem follows by takingε → 0, pmin → 0 and
using the continuity of the functionDPS

(R) with respect
to PS andR for a bounded distortion measured [8].

APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 2. From Proposition 1 and the definition
of ε-typical sequences, we have thatπ(z|zn) ≤ (1 + ǫ)PZ(z)

for any zn ∈ T
(n)
ε (PY Z |y

n). We can therefore write

Pr
(

Zn ∈ T (n)
ε (PY Z |y

n)
)

=
∑

zn∈T
(n)
ε (PY Z |yn)

Q(zn)

=
∑

zn∈T
(n)
ε (PY Z |yn)

∫

θ∈P|Z|

w(θ)

n
∏

i=1

Pθ(zi)dθ

≥
∑

zn∈T
(n)
ε (PY Z |yn)

∫

θ∈P|Z|

w(θ)
∏

z∈Z

Pθ(z)
n(1+ε)PZ(z)dθ

≥ (1− ε)2n(1−ε)H(Z|Y )

·

∫

θ∈P|Z|

w(θ)2n(1+ǫ)
∑

z∈Z PZ (z) logPθ(z)dθ

= (1− ε)

∫

θ∈P|Z|

w(θ)2nEdθ,

where the last inequality follows from Proposition 1, and

E = (1− ε)H(Z|Y ) + (1 + ε)
∑

z∈Z

PZ(z) logPθ(z)

= −2εH(Z|Y ) + (1 + ε) (H(Z|Y )−D(PZ ||Pθ)−H(Z))

≥ −(1 + ε) (I(Y ;Z) +D(PZ ||Pθ) + 2εH(Z|Y )) .

as desired.
Proof of Proposition 3. Without loss of generality, we
may assumeZ = {1, . . . , |Z|} and thatPZ(1) ≤ PZ(2) ≤
· · · ≤ PZ(|Z|). Note that under these assumptions(1/|Z|) ≤
PZ(|Z|) ≤ 1, and PZ(|Z| − 1) ≤ 1

2 . Let us define the
perturbation set

U =

{

(u1, . . . , u|Z|) : 0 ≤ ui < ξ, for i = 1, . . . , |Z| − 1

u|Z| = −

|Z|−1
∑

i=1

ui

}

,

and the setV = PZ + U , where the sum is in the Minkowski
sense. Clearly,V ⊂ P |Z| for any 0 < ξ < 1/|Z|2, and its
Lebesgue measure on the simplexP |Z| is |V| = ξ|Z|−1. In
addition, for anyPθ ∈ V we have

D(PZ ||Pθ) =
∑

z∈Z

PZ(z) log
PZ(z)

Pθ(z)

≤ PZ(|Z|) log
PZ(|Z|)

PZ(|Z|)− ξ(|Z| − 1)

≤ log
1/|Z|

(1/|Z|)− ξ(|Z| − 1)

≤ log
1

1− ξ|Z|2
.
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